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This executive summary directly relates to our Operational Roadmap business presentation 
that be read online at this link:
http://www.roadmapforjbc.com/files/JBCCorporationBusinessProfile.pdf
Addendums that provide a snapshot of two different asset types currently owned by JBC 
Corporation, Bogo-Free and Strategic Pharmaceuticals can be read online at these links:
http://www.roadmapforjbc.com/files/BogoFree_Addendum1.pdf
http://www.roadmapforjbc.com/files/StratPharma_QuickLook.pdf
These documents as well as other collateral materials can be read online from our 
pitch-deck website:
www.roadmapforjbc.com

JBC Corporation is a mergers and acquisitions “holdings company” who specializes in  
acquiring hard, soft, virtual and paper assets that are performing (i.e. already producing 
revenue) that can be scaled and/or are close to producing revenue 
but not doing so just yet. JBC Corporation is based in Michigan 
with satellite offices in both NC and Ohio.

JBC Corporation has a seasoned CBDT 
(core business development team) 
in-house and we have intimate personal 
relationships with the individuals and busi-
nesses with whom we work together for 
mutual benefit.

Our primary focus areas are:
1. Asset Acquisition
2. Asset Management
3. Consulting Services
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JBC Corporation follows a “capacity management” model for managing our assets and we 
use cooperative partnerships to facilitate the daily operations of select assets that require 
hands-on attention on a daily basis. We have a detailed process we customized and now 
use for identifying assets and their performance capabilities that is an intimatepart of our IP 
(intellectual property).

These two assets were acquired by JBC Corporation from www.into-reality.com in 2022 
and are being brought into full operational Stus in early 2023.
Bogo-Free is a “Virtual Asset” type acquired as an autopilot income generating business 
that will be similar to but uniquely different from Craigslist as a classified ads website that 
will generate revenue through data sales and ad sales.
Strategic Pharmaceuticals is a “Hard Asset” type acquired as a long term investment that 
will generate revenue through government and private sector contracts that can be ob-
tained directly and indirectly through sub-contractor opportunities.
We encourage you to read the addendums we created on these two businesses and the 
links have been provided on the previous page of this executive summary.

How and why JBC Corporation does what it does is an intimate part of our IP (intellectual 
property). This is not made available for public consumption to protect the integrity of our 
proven strategies that we apply daily in our business operations. We do have a system that 
works and this system is proven by the types of assets we acquire and their revenue gener-
ating potential.
We believe there is great value in “HOW WE WORK” and we continue to tweak our opera-
tional protocols to maximize our performance capabilities.

JBC Corporation will have a state of the art website and mobile app platform 
that will take us into 2023 and beyond allowing our CBDT (core business 
development team) to manage our assets, inform our investors and is 
the foundation for evolving into our own fund. Please visit           
www.jbc-corporation.com to see what we are doing.

Our Intellectual Property

Bogo-Free and Strategic Pharmaceuticals

Asset Management

Technology Integration
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In 2023 we believe that we can easily accomplish a pre-tax post expenditure profit margin 
of at least $132,000,000 at the highest possible expenditure expectations and the lowest 
level of income performance of 60% (please see page 20 of our Financial Assumptions 
section within our business presentation and here is the link again for your convenience 
http://www.roadmapforjbc.com/files/JBCCorporationBusinessProfile.pdf ). In 2024 and 
beyond we expect our income to grow far past those projected for 2023.
We are working to scale our operations through a IPO (initial public offering) and we will use 
the proceeds from the sale of stock, along with a portion of our profitability to start our own 
FUND.

JBC Corporation has an impressive network of cooperative partners who work with us for 
mutual benefit. Our strategy is to nurture our relationships with those we work with so that 
the relationships we have empower us and our partners collectively.

JBC Corporation will start our own FUND as a subsidiary to fund our own projects and the 
assets we acquire. Our sophisticated website and mobile apps platform have been custom 
designed with bespoke software to allow us to easily and efficiently transition into FIN-
TECH, an evolution that will only increase the value of our company.
Our operations of 2022 into 2023 will see a natural evolution into managing our own FUND 
while maintaining our three primary focus areas as stated herein.

Please feel free to contact us anytime to discuss our business in greater detail and thank 
you for taking the time to read our more in-depth collateral materials as we are confident 
the additional information will resonate greatly with you.
JBC Corporation
418 North Main
Second Floor
Royal Oak, MI 48067
P: 248-970-1749
E: info@jbc-corporation.com
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